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BATTERYMINDER PLUS BATTERY MAINTAINER - 12 VOLT -

This is the next generation
of computer-on-a-chip battery maintainers that automatically charges, conditions and maintains maintenance-free,
deep cycle, marine and sealed gel 12 volt batteries with out overcharging. It is the first maintainer of its kind to
reverse the primary cause of early battery failure known as sulphation. Batteries that were considered
unrecoverable may now be brought back to useful condition. Press the button on the front of the unit to start the
fully automatic de-sulphation process. The PulseMode circuitry creates high frequency pulses that break down
sulphated crystals that form on older batteries. Prior to connecting the BatteryMinder, insure that the electrolyte is
filled to recommended levels. The 12 foot long cord with the quick connect/disconnect/polarity plug end allows you
to hook up or unplug in seconds. The kit includes a quick disconnect end/ring end terminal, that may be
permanently attached to the battery in the car and a quick disconnect end/alligator clip terminal for use on a battery
outside the car.

29204 BatteryMinder Plus Battery Maintainer-12 Volt

BATTERYMINDER BATTERY COND. / MAINTAINER - 6 VOLT -

This is the next
generation of computer-on-a-chip battery maintainers that automatically charges, conditions and maintains
maintenance-free, deep cycle, marine and sealed gel 6 volt batteries with out overcharging. It is the first maintainer
of its kind to reverse the primary cause of early battery failure known as sulphation. Batteries that were considered
unrecoverable may now be brought back to useful condition. Press the button on the front of the unit to start the
fully automatic de-sulphation process. The PulseMode circuitry creates high frequency pulses that break down
sulphated crystals that form on older batteries. Prior to connecting the BatteryMinder, insure that the electrolyte is
filled to recommended levels. The 12 foot long cord with the quick connect/disconnect/polarity plug end allows you
to hook up or unplug in seconds. The kit includes a quick disconnect end/ring end terminal, that may be
permanently attached to the battery in the car and a quick disconnect end/alligator clip terminal for use on a battery
outside the car.

29205 BatteryMinder Battery Cond/Maintainer-6 Volt

BATTERYMINDER 12 VOLT SOLAR BATTERY CHARGER / MAINTAINER /
CONDITIONER - 12 Volt - 5 Watt - This is the next generation of a solar powered computer-on-a-chip
battery maintainer that automatically charges, conditions and maintains maintenance-free, deep cycle, marine and
sealed gel 12 volt batteries without overcharging. The solar panel provides up to 5 watts of power with no external
power supply. The combination is perfect for trailers, recreational vehicles, farm equipment or any other vehicle
with no convenient power supply. It is the first maintainer of its kind to reverse the primary cause of early battery
failure known as sulphation. Batteries that were once considered unrecoverable may now be brought back to
useful condition. Press the button on the front of the unit to start the fully automatic de-sulphation process. The
PulseMode circuitry creates high frequency pulses that break down sulphated crystals that form on older batteries.
Prior to connecting the BatteryMinder, insure that the electrolyte is filled to recommended levels.

29221 12 Volt Solar Battery Charger/Maintainer/Conditioner

BATTERYMINDER QUICK CONNECT /DISCONNECT END /RING END TERMINAL

- 24" Cord - If you have several vehicles that need either the BatteryMinder 12 or 6 volt and you wish to leave the
terminal permanently attached to the battery, then this is just what you need. Loosen and remove the battery
terminal clamp nut on the positive terminal and slide the red colored ring end over the bolt. Replace and tighten the
terminal clamp nut to the proper torque. Loosen and remove the terminal clamp nut on the negative side and slide
the blue colored ring end over the bolt. Replace and tighten the terminal clamp nut to the proper torque. The 24
inch wire may stay permanently attached to the battery. To hook up simply plug the quick connect/disconnect plug
ends together and your battery is connected.

29297 Quick Connect /Disconnect End /Ring End Terminal
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